Violence is Never the Answer

Violence is never the answer.  
There’s always another way to take,  
There’s always another choice to make.  
It’s never the answer to hurt someone for a resolve,  
There’s many better ways to work it out.  
Violence hurts everyone, it never rights anything.  
Violence is never the end of the problem,  
It’s always the start of it.

There’s many ways to fix your problems without violence.  
You just have to find the one that best suits you.  
No matter what, there’s always a better path home  
To your resolve, and if you can’t find it you just have  
To wait it out. It will come to you sooner or later.  
Violence just doesn’t fix anything. It only prolongs the Resolve. It may be hard to take the different path, but  
By taking it your making your life and others much safer.

But just because there’s a better resolution to your problem, doesn’t  
Mean it’s okay to have them. It’s in your best  
Thoughts to try to avoid your problems. It’s your  
Next best solution to making better choices. Just  
Remember violence is never the answer.